
MAKEUP CLEANSE BATH SHOWER HEALTH BEAUTY

Oat So Soft 
Nutrient-dense face scrub

OAT SO SOFT
Oat So Soft is the latest addition to the VivaMK Beauty range and is a must-have for your daily skin routine. 

With this superfood-packed, nutrient-dense face scrub, which includes Blue Spirulina, you can achieve youth-
ful, vibrant & amazingly soft skin. The ultrafine oats gently exfoliate, perfect for those with sensitive skin. 

Reduce fine lines & ageing skin with added Hyaluronic Acid & Vegan Squalane. Lavender & rose geranium 
scented. Handmade in the UK to an all-vegan recipe and packed in a recyclable glass & aluminium jar. 60ml.

13309  £14/€16.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE RECYCLABLE

€16.50
£14



MICELLAR CLEANSING WATER 

MICELLAR CLEANSING WATER 
Micellar Cleansing Water, gently removes up to 100% makeup, cleanses and hydrates skin.  

Available in Original or Vitamin C. Original: with aloe vera, vitamin E & chamomile flower extract.  
Vitamin C: with added vitamin C antioxidant, to brighten and soothe skin.  

Each is available in a generous 700ml bottle.
13331 WITH VITAMIN C          13364 ORIGINAL      £6/€7.50 EACH BOTTLE2

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£6
€7.50

EACH

Dear Valued Customer,
Welcome to our newest edition of the Self-Care Catalogue.

Your continued support empowers local entrepreneurs, allowing them to offer you 
unparalleled service and revive the communal spirit often lost in online transactions.

We are immensely grateful for your invaluable support. 
Thank you for being a part of our community.

MICHAEL KHATKAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR

VITAMIN C ORIGINAL



£5
€6

3OUR TOP PICKS!

CLAY FACE MASK  
Pamper yourself with a choice of two clay face masks, each with up to 12 uses! 50ml each.

Tropic-Girl: Rejuvenate your skin with our ginseng-infused clay face mask. Specially formulated for  
tired skin, it will leave you feeling refreshed & renewed. Tropical fruit fragrance. 

Chill Out: Indulge in ultimate hydration with the aloe vera-infused face mask. Specially formulated  
for dry skin, it will leave your face feeling supple, nourished & ready to glow. Sea-salt fragrance. 

13379 TROPIC-GIRL          13378 CHILL OUT      £6.50/€8 EACH 

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

UP TO 12 USES 
PER PACK,  
54p / 66¢  

PER USE!

£6.50
€8
EACH

CLAY FACE MASKS 
with up to 12 uses per pack!

TROPIC-GIRL CHILL OUT

BATH BLASTER
BEAR WITH ME

Bear with me whilst I pop this bomb in  
the tub! Pure May Chang and Geranium  

essential oils are released into the  
atmosphere as the bath bomb floats and  
fizzes, turning the waters a lustrous lilac.  
Let the creamy butters hug your skin, as  

this gentle bear soothes you after a  
busy day. Handmade. 160g.

13380  £5/€6

BATH BLASTER
Hand
Made
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£4
€4.70

EACH

A. MOISTURISING LACTIC ACID
Packed with 3% Lactic Acid, calming
Aloe Vera & Vitamin C-rich Peach extract,
our resurfacing serum gently buffs away
surface impurities to promote a more
even complexion.

B. RENEWING RETINOL
Maintain bouncy, youthful skin! With a 
gentle starter level of plumping Retinol 
(Vitamin A), hydrating Glycerin & 
brightening Vitamin C to help reduce 
the appearance of fine lines and brighten 
uneven skin tone. 

C. ENERGISING CAFFEINE
Packed with energising Caffeine (an
antioxidant-rich plant extract) and super
hydrating Glycerin, this serum infuses life
into your skin whilst promoting a bright,
youthful glow.

Targeted serums for every 
skin concern

C

Uneven skin
Apply in the AM +PM

Mature skin
Apply in the PM

A B

Dull skin
Apply in the AM +PM



SKINCARE 5

TAILORED 
EXCELLENCE!

FACE FACTS SERUM
Our ingredient-led facial serums star specific actives to simplify routines while helping to power up results. 

They absorb easily into the skin for an extra hit of actives & visible results. They’re water-based & lighter than 
creams which helps to deliver instant luminosity. Vegan-friendly. 30ml each.  

 MOISTURISING LACTIC ACID 13382 RENEWING RETINOL 13383 ENERGISING CAFFEINE 13381
 SALICYLIC ACID 13386        POLYPEPTIDE 13384       CERAMIDE 13385          

£4/€4.70 EACH BOTTLE

POLYPEPTIDE
Packed with 3 Peptides, Rice Protein

and Lavender Oil, our plumping formula 
helps improve moisture balance and 

the appearance of fine lines & wrinkles, 
promoting a healthier-looking

complexion.

SALICYLIC ACID
Packed with 2% Salicylic Acid, 
calming Aloe Vera and multi-

tasking Niacinamide, this serum 
gently removes surface impurities 
and helps reduce the appearance 

of oil and blemishes.

CERAMIDE
Packed with 3 Ceramides, soothing

Pro-Vitamin B5 and hydrating
Hyaluronic Acid, our serum helps
to rebuild and restore your skin’s

moisture barrier against any visible
damage from environmental stressors.

£4
€4.70

EACH

Congested skin
Apply in the AM +PM

Lacklustre skin
Apply in the AM +PM

Stressed skin
Apply in the AM +PM
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BOTANICAL BEAUTY 
THE POWER OF NATURE
Botanicals are powerful plant extracts and oils  
derived from flowers, herbs, nuts & seeds which used  
in the right combination, work wonders on your  
skin. The Botanical Beauty range harnesses these  
plant-based actives to deliver results. The range  
is 98% natural & vegan friendly. Made in the UK. 

£7
€8.50

£6
€7.50

SKIN ACADEMY - CLEANSING MILK 
A mild, milky cleanser that purifies and conditions  
without stripping. Gently and naturally removing  
impurities and make-up leaving skin feeling super  
clean and revitalised while maintaining its natural  
balance. Vegan. 125ml.
13387   £7/€8.50 

SKIN ACADEMY - FACIAL OIL 
Jam-packed with plant-power for gorgeously ‘glowy’  
skin. Botanical oils boost the skin’s natural renewal and  
delivers much needed hydration. Formulated to rejuvenate 
the skin naturally with omega fatty acids and vitamins  
A, D and E, for a luminous complexion. Vegan. 30ml.
13388   £6/€7.50

BAMBOO HEADBAND 
This bamboo headband is the perfect way to keep  
your hair back from your face while you are cleansing, 
moisturising, applying makeup or in the shower or bath. 
Made of environmentally friendly, super soft bamboo,  
it simply wraps around your head and secures with  
easy to fasten velcro. Approx. size: L60 x W8.5cm. 
13391   £4/€4.70

CLEANSING MILK FACIAL OIL

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

BAMBOO HEADBAND

£4
€4.70
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FACE FACTS WONDER CREAM
Indulge in a dreamy blend of natural botanical extracts and antioxidants to help rejuvenate, boost 
hydration & get that youthful, smooth, glowing feeling. Packed with superstar hydrators, firming  

actives and reviving ingredients, this Wonder Cream is a hero for tired, dull complexions. Vegan. 50ml.
13471 £8/€9.50

£8
€9.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Fragrance free
Apply in the AM +PM

IT’S MAGIC IN A JAR
Powered with Green Tea, Vitamin C, Niacinamide + Hyaluronic Acid



A. RESTORING NIGHT CREAM
Prep your skin for bed with a light and  
creamy Restoring Night Cream. Combining skin  
super-softener and moisturiser, Glycerin with 
natural plant extracts, each nightly application will 
help to promote youthful elasticity and radiance. 
The key is in a trio of age-defying plant extracts – 
Acai Berry, Aloe Vera and Blueberry. Together, 
they are naturally packed with Vitamins including  
A, B, C and E, helping to power up the formula  
for an anti-ageing boost. Vegan. 50ml.
13394 £8/€9.50 

B. DOUBLE ACTION EYE SERUM
Soothe tired eyes after a long day with the  
Double-Action Eye Serum. Key ingredients  
include Hyaluronic Acid and Vegan Collagen,  
elasticity-improving actives that double up to hydrate 
and work on fine lines and wrinkles. This is blended 
with 5 Ceramides, Peptides and Q10 for a powerful 
formula that refreshes the skin’s surface. Vegan. 15ml.
13393 £8/€9.50

C. SLEEP ELIXIR FACIAL SERUM
The light, water-based serum absorbs into the skin  
for a fresh, youthful feeling when you wake. It  
improves elasticity and suppleness with hero  
hydrators, Glycerin and Hyaluronic Acid and protects 
and smooths with the help of Vegan one (Q10), a key 
ingredient in the fight against premature ageing and 
dullness. Vegan. 30ml.
13392 £8/€9.508

FACE FACTS OVERNIGHT RENEW
A targeted night-time routine that harnesses the power of known anti-ageing  
actives and botanical extracts. Overnight Renew promotes a more youthful  
complexion while you sleep. Boasting skin-reviving ingredients Hyaluronic  
Acid, Ceramides and Peptides, it helps to tackle dryness, while wrinkle-fighting.

£8
€9.50

EACH

A
B

C

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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Colleen Wright
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I have sensitive skin on my 
face however the Ultra Pro 
Facial Cream did not irritate 

it and made my face feel soft 
afterwards. It has a slightly 

textured feel, which I liked as it 
felt almost like an exfoliant.

Sharon Davis
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

The Body Firming Mousse has a 
gorgeous fruity smell of mango. 

The mango benefits allow for 
moisture to be put back into my 
tired skin. The best time to use 
this product is after a bath or 
shower to repair my dry skin. 

The mousse gives a glow that is 
perfect for the summer.

ULTRA PRO FACIAL CREAM
With moisturising Vegan Squalane & Hyaluronic Acid, 
this anti-ageing formula reduces fine lines and will help 
achieve youthful and vibrant skin. Contains grapeseed 
oil which is gentle on sensitive skin and helps to even 
skin tone. Lightly floral scented, with rose, geranium and 
lavender essential oils. For daily use. Vegan. 60ml.
12163  £15/€18

MANGO BODY FIRMING MOUSSE
Say hello to healthy hydrated skin. Packed with vitamins 
A, E & C which are all essential for skin health. Achieve 
healthy, vibrant and amazingly soft skin with this premium 
formulation. Contains sea buckthorn, mango butter & is 
sweet orange scented. For daily use. Vegan. 120ml.
12162  £14/€16.50

£14
€16.50

£15
€18

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

RECYCLABLE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

ULTRA PRO  
FACIAL CREAM

MANGO BODY 
FIRMING MOUSSE

RECYCLABLE
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This complete skincare system is all you need to keep your complexion 
glowing. With 4 cleansing heads and 2 variable speeds, it cleans and 
exfoliates to remove dead skin cells. Requires 2 x AA batteries  
(not included). Size: L18 x H9 x W5.5cm.
11792  £12/€14.50

COMPLETE SKIN CARE SYSTEM
with 4 cleansing heads & 2 variable speeds 

JADE FACIAL ROLLER &  
MASSAGE STONE SET
This elegant Jade Facial Roller & Massage Stone  
Set has been carefully crafted and features highly 
polished Jade stone. Used for both therapeutic and 
cosmetic benefits, facial rolling and massaging  
helps firm skin and promotes relaxation.  
          Roller size: L14 x W5.5 x D2cm,  
               Stone size: L7.5 x W4.5 x D0.4cm
                   12509  £10/€12

DERMAPLANING BLADES
Remove dead skin cells & say goodbye to peach 
fuzz with the at-home dermaplaning blades. 
This non-invasive treatment painlessly removes 
unwanted hair & dead skin leaving you with 
super soft skin for a better complexion  
& polished canvas for makeup application.  
Plastic with steel blade heads. 
Length of each: 15cm. Pack of 3. 
13395  £3/€3.60

£10
€12

£12
€14.50

£3
€3.60

Restore soft and 
smooth skin
Cleans & massages skin
Reduce fine lines
Erase black heads
Use to gently apply 
creams & lotions

Improves 
lymphatic 
drainage by 
releasing  
waste fluids
Reduces 
puffiness and 
firms skin
Relieves facial 
tension
Relieves stress 
and promotes 
relaxation
Improves 
blood flow
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VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£2.50

€3

FROM ONLY

WITH COCOA BUTTER 
EXTRACTS 350MLORIGINAL 350ML

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!
use as an all over body moisturiser & hydrator,  
or as a GENTLE cleanser

WITH ALOE VERA EXTRACTS 
350ML

ORIGINAL 170ML ORIGINAL 500ML

AQUEOUS CREAM
Aqueous cream is a great 
moisturiser to soften and hydrate 
as well as being used as a cleanser 
instead of normal soap. It locks in 
moisture to rehydrate the skin 
 and can be used on your hand, 
face or body! Lanolin free.  
Original variations are  
fragrance free. Vegan friendly.
350ML
ORIGINAL  
11785     
COCOA BUTTER EXTRACTS 
11786   
ALOE VERA EXTRACTS 
11800    
£3/€3.60 EACH 
ORIGINAL 170ML  12183  
£2.50/€3            
ORIGINAL 500ML  11339  
£4/€4.70
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WONDER BALM 
Made with natural fruit 
extracts. Original is 
enriched with aloe vera. 
Moisturises lips & skin 
and can help nourish 
nails & cuticles. It can  
also be used to help 
cosmetic finishing  
such as eyebrows  
and elongating lashes. 
Available in original  
and shea butter.  
Vegan friendly. 50ml.
ORIGINAL  11341           
SHEA BUTTER  12182
£3.50/€4.10 EACH

ORIGINAL SHEA BUTTER

GEL EYE PATCHES FOR DARK CIRCLES
These under-eye gel patches are infused with a cocktail 
of moisturising heroes like Collagen, Glycerin & Red 
Seaweed. They also include botanicals, Chamomile 
& Ginseng, which are known to help soothe the skin, 
reduce puffiness, and reduce the appearance of dark 
circles below the eyes. Each pack contains 4 pairs
13397  £3/€3.60

NOSE PORE STRIPS
These little strips bind to all the gunk on 
your nose with the help of Charcoal, which 
is a natural dirt magnet! It helps to draw 
out dirt & oil that may be congesting your 
pores, whilst Glycerin will help soothe & 
hydrate. 6 strips. Vegan friendly. 
13398  £3/€3.60

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£3
€3.60

EACH

£3.50
€4.10

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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COLLAGEN FACIAL WIPES
The Collagen Facial Wipes are a quick, convenient 
and effective way of cleansing your skin.  The wipes 
are enriched with collagen and aloe vera extract 
to help rejuvenate and soothe the skin whilst also 
providing moisturising benefits. Each re-sealable 
pack contains 30 wipes.
11790  £3.50/€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

£3
€3.60

PACK OF 2 LIP BALM
Moisturising lip balm that protects chapped 
lips and keeps them hydrated. It has a  
long-lasting formula that helps lock in 
moisture. Made with beeswax, castor oil  
& vitamin E. Original & Strawberry scented 
included in each pack. 2 x 4g.
13400  £3/€3.60

ZERO ORGANIC COTTON PADS
Introducing Zero Cotton Pads, made from 100% 
organic cotton and supplied in a fully biodegradable 
bag. Each pad is soft and absorbent with no 
synthetic chemicals or pesticides. Ideal for all  
your beauty needs. Vegan friendly. Pack of 100.  
13399  £4/€4.70

£4
€4.70

ZERO  
ORGANIC 
COTTON PADS

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

100% organic cotton
Biodegradable
Soft & absorbent
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CERAMIDE GENTLE CLEANSER
This fragrance-free cleanser delicately 
removes dirt, oil, and makeup without 

causing irritation, leaving your skin feeling 
refreshed. Vegan. 250ml.

12903  £6/€7.50

CERAMIDE DAILY MOISTURISER
Lightweight, grease-free, moisturiser. It delivers a 

powerful hydration boost, fortifies your skin’s natural 
barrier, and provides antioxidant protection for a 

glowing complexion. Vegan. 250ml.
12950  £6.50/€8

CERAMIDE FACE & BODY 
HYDRATING MOISTURISER 

Indulge in total skin hydration with our Face & Body 
Hydrating cream. This multitasking formula will 

drench the face and body in moisture leaving the 
skin soft, supple, and revitalised. Vegan. 200ml.

12951  £6.50/€8

CERAMIDE HYDRATING WIPES 
Experience effortless skincare with our 

biodegradable Hydrating Wipes. Infused with 
Ceramides and Vitamin E, these convenient wipes 

gently cleanse, hydrate, and support your  
skin’s natural barrier. Vegan. Pack of 30.

12904  £3.50/€4.10

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£6
€7.50

£6.50
€8

£6.50
€8

£3.50
€4.10

GIVE YOUR SKIN THE EXTRA 
CARE IT DESERVES



CERAMIDE 15

CERAMIDE HYDRATING BODY WASH
This hydrating body wash gently cleanses dry and sensitive skin whilst helping to protect the natural 

moisture barrier. Formulated with our skin barrier complex of 5 Ceramides, moisture-locking Hyaluronic 
Acid and Glycerin along with skin-soothing oats, this cleanser helps to wash away impurities and dirt, 

leaving skin clean, moisturised and hydrated. Vegan. 400ml.
13396   £7/€8.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

THE POWER OF CERAMIDES
Ceramides make up 50% of the skin composition. They enhance the skin’s 

moisture retention & strengthen its protective barrier, preventing dryness, 
irritation and keeping out impurities.

Fragrance free
Locks in moisture 
for hydrated skin
Enriched with 
Hyaluronic Acid

£7
€8.50



£5
€6
EACH

Demystifying the complexity of a skincare routine, by providing an easy 4-step 
range specifically targeting men’s skincare needs. The Routine helps to cleanse, 
exfoliate and nourish the skin, leaving men’s skin feeling softer, and smoother 

with a more vibrant and healthier complexion.

16

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

BERT & BERT SKINCARE RANGE

A. 3-IN-1 
EXFOLIATING  
FACIAL WASH
This lightweight face 
wash contains small 
grains which help 
remove the build-up 
of dirt, grime & dead 
skin cells, providing 
a cleansed and more 
vibrant complexion. 
Vegan. 150ml.
13401  £5/€6

B. MULTI-
ACTION 
FACIAL SERUM
A daily facial serum 
to help re-energise 
and bring dull- 
looking skin back 
to its vibrant self. 
Vegan. 30ml. 
13402  £5/€6

C. SOOTHING 
POST SHAVE 
BALM
This non-greasy  
balm leaves skin  
feeling refreshed  
as it nourishes and 
helps restore the 
skin’s natural  
moisture barrier 
after shaving.  
Vegan. 100ml.
13403  £5/€6

D. ALL-IN-ONE 
HYDRA GEL 
CREAM
This lightweight 
gel cream deeply 
hydrates the skin 
without clogging 
pores and is  
suitable for both  
face and body.  
Apply daily for 
optimal hydration. 
Vegan. 150ml.
13404  £5/€6

A

B

C D

Suitable for 
all skin types



17MEN’S TOILETRIES & ACCESSORIES

Nose/Ear Trimmer Eyebrow Trimmer Sideburn Trimmer

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL  
TRIMMER 
featuring 4 interchangeable heads 

Beard Trimmer

£20
€23.50

NAVY TOILETRY BAG
Take toiletries on your travels with this navy washbag. 
Whether heading to the gym or jetting off for a  
weekend away, this bag makes a practical yet stylish 
travel companion. Polyester. Size: H13 x W21 x D8cm.
13405  £7/€8.50

MULTI FUNCTIONAL TRIMMER
The Multi-Function Shaver includes 4 interchangeable heads – nose & ear trimmer, 
eyebrow trimmer, sideburn trimmer and beard trimmer which simply click on and  
off the main body. Charge it through your computer, power bank, car charger or at  
home using the included USB cable. Charge time 8 hours and run time 40 minutes.  
The ergonomic handle makes it convenient and easy to handle. It’s compact and 
lightweight making it the ideal tool for travel. Includes cleaning brush. Size: H16 x W2.5cm.
12172  £20/€23.50

£7
€8.50

THE ORIGINAL STORMTROOPER 
COMPRESSED TOWEL
This Original Stormtrooper Compressed Travel 
Towel expands when exposed to water. It’s crafted 
from a high-quality polycotton blend, making it 
ultra-absorbent and soft. The perfect companion 
when travelling. Measuring just 6cm in diameter, 
and only 1.5cm in thickness when compressed, it 
takes up minimal space in your luggage or back-
pack. Full size: H27 x W29cm. 60% polyester, 40% 
cotton. Machine washable. Colours may vary.
13406  £4/€4.70

NAVY  
TOILETRY  
BAG

£4
€4.70



SKIN ACADEMY LONDON BODY WASH MILK & HONEY / ROSE
Milk & Honey: Nurture the most delicate skin with the silky Milk & Honey Body Wash.  

Nourishing daily wash with a calming aroma. 500ml.
Rose: Take a walk through a summer garden with the Rose Body Wash.  

Unwind with a peaceful rose scent experience. 500ml.
MILK & HONEY  13362     ROSE  13363

£5/€6 EACH BOTTLE18

£5
€6
EACH

AROMATIC LUXURY

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Elevate your bathing experience with these vegan-friendly wonders, carefully formulated to ensure 
every shower uplifts your mind and body. The light foaming wash gently sweeps away daily build-up 

without stripping your skin. Let your senses embark on a journey of pure indulgence as our body 
washes redefine your daily self-care ritual and embrace a more sensuous you.
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BUBBLE • MOISTURISE • EXFOLIATE
I create  
bubbles!
Up to 12 uses

A. LOVER DUCKY BUBBLE-DOH
Ruffle some feathers and swim your way 
through an ocean of bubbles. Enjoy Lemongrass 
& Marjoram essential oils as this little duck 
refreshes and restores you! Depending on  
how many bubbles you like in your bath,  
each bar can get up to 12 uses. To use,  
simply hold under running water. 130g.
13411  £7.50/€9

B. BATHE THE RAINBOW
BATH MALLOW 
Emerge from the fruity, floral-infused waters  
as a Unicorn! This magical mallow is made from 
cocoa and shea butter, which will slowly melt 
and create a softening pool to make all your 
silky skin dreams come true! Ylang Ylang & 
Jasmine essential oils uplift your sense &  
create an arc of well-being. 50g.
13409  £4/€4.70 

C. LAVENDER FIELDS  
BODY BUFFER
Free from plastic packaging, this triple  
butter-soaked Lavender Fields Body Buffer is 
designed to massage, exfoliate, moisturise,  
and cleanse your skin all at once! Lavender & 
geranium essential oils. Up to 35 uses. 165g.
13410  £9/€11

£7.50
€9

A

£9
€11

Plastic Free
Exfoliate

C

£4
€4.70

Moisturising
I melt, not fizz!

B
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PACK OF 3 
SHOWER 
STEAMER 
TABLETS
Infused with  
essential oils

PACK OF 3 
SHOWER 
STEAMER TABLETS
Enjoy a refreshingly 
tantalising shower with our 
range of Shower Steamers. 
Simply place one tablet in 
the corner of your shower, 
out of direct spray of water.  
As the tablet dissolves, 
it will release essential 
oils into the hot steam. 
Breathe deeply and enjoy 
the therapeutic benefits. 
The soothing scents will 
boost your senses and 
help you feel calm, relaxed, 
and revived. Available in 
Ylang Ylang, Lavender, 
Eucalyptus, Menthol 
(Vapour) fragrances. Vegan. 
Each tablet: 30g. Pack of 3.
LAVENDER 12906        
EUCALYPTUS 12905      
YLANG YLANG 12907 
MENTHOL 12948
£4.50/€5.30 EACH

LAVENDER

EUCALYPTUS

YLANG  YLANG
VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£4.50
€5.30

EACH

MENTHOL

Tablet dissolves  
& infuses with  
shower steam 

Each box contains  
3 tablets



SHOWER LOOFAH WITH HANDLE
This exfoliating ruffle will leave your skin feeling refreshed and smooth. Constructed with a long  

plastic handle, making it ideal for hard to reach places. Suitable for use in the bath and while  
showering. Comes complete with a rope for easy hanging. Plastic & Polyester. L41 x W9 x D7cm.

12910  £3.50/€4.10

BATH & SHOWER 21

£3.50
€4.10

PACK OF 2 BATH  
& SHOWER 
SPONGES

The ultimate pamper  
sponge in a pack of 2.  

For use in the bath or shower 
to help exfoliate and clean 
the skin. Colours may vary. 

12168  £3/€3.60

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60

EXFOLIATE & CLEANSE

PACK OF 3 BATH  
LOOFAH BALL

Exfoliate and clean with these handy 
Loofah Balls. Its unique shape fits 
perfectly in the hand, providing a 
comfortable grip. Hanging loop  

included for storage. Pack of 3. Plastic 
loofah ball with polyester rope.  

Diam. of each: 9cm. Colours may vary. 
13412  £3/€3.60



GERANIUM
Uplift mood, body & 

senses and promotes 
radiant skin.

YLANG YLANG
Helps reduce anxiety, 

stress and muscle 
tension.

TIME TO RELAX!
Promote the health of the body, mind and spirit

TEA TREE
Natural antiseptic with purifying,  
antibacterial & anti-inflammatory  

properties to help treat acne,  
cold sores, insect bites etc.

LAVENDER
Calming & relaxing and 
promotes restful sleep.

EUCALYPTUS
Soothes airways & 

energises the body & mind.

FRANKINCENSE
Helps reduce stress 

and uplift your mood.

22

£3.50
€4.10

EACH

100% ESSENTIAL OILS
Use in oil burners for aromatherapy treatment, sprinkle in bath water for a soothing soak 
or use on skin (in a suitable carrier oil) for a relaxing massage. Vegan. Each bottle is 10ml.

11332 FRANKINCENSE      11330 LAVENDER    11783 EUCALYPTUS 
12939 TEA TREE    11491 YLANG YLANG     11331  GERANIUM    

£3.50/€4.10 EACH BOTTLE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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YLANG YLANG
contains ylang ylang 

essential oil

LAVENDER
contains lavender 

essential oil

EUCALYPTUS
contains eucalyptus 

essential oil

SPA BATH OILS
for a therapeutic and spa like experience

BATH OIL
Our Bath Oil is available in three fragrances: Lavender, Eucalyptus and Ylang Ylang. Add to bath water 
for a therapeutic and spa like experience.  Enriched with essential oils, these bath oils will leave your 

skin feeling soft and smooth. Warmth of oil helps improve blood circulation and rejuvenates skin. 
Relaxes the body and mind promoting a good night’s sleep. Vegan. Each bottle is 150ml.

12524  LAVENDER     12525  EUCALYPTUS      12526  YLANG YLANG  
£5/€6 EACH BOTTLE

BATH & SHOWER

£5
€6
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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SWEET DREAMS EPSOM SALTS
100% natural Epsom salts perfect for a soothing and 
relaxing soak, leaving skin feeling soft and smooth. 
With chamomile & Jasmine that help relax the mind 

and body to promote restful night’s sleep. Vegan. 450g.
12520 £3.50/€4.10

SWEET DREAMS BATH BOMBS
100% natural Epsom salts, perfect for a soothing 

and relaxing soak, leaving the skin feeling soft 
& smooth. Helps relax the mind and body to 
promote a restful night’s sleep. Vegan. 450g. 

13413 £3.50/€4.10

RELAX & UNWIND WITH OUR RANGE OF SWEET DREAMS BATHING PRODUCTS
enriched with chamomile & jasmine - 100% Epsom Bath Salts & Bath Bombs.

£3.50
€4.10

EACH

BUBBLING BATH SALTS
A mixture of salts & bubbles in one product! Each pack contains 3 salts available in an 

assortment of gorgeous scents, Bitter Sweet (sparkling apple & cherry), Sugar Plum 
(sweet orange & plum) & Berry Passion (raspberry & strawberry). Vegan. 3 x 80g. 

13414 £4/€4.70

£4
€4.70

PACK OF 3 BUBBLING BATH SALTS

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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LAVENDER EPSOM SALTS 1KG
Epsom Salts in a lovely Lavender fragrance. 

Contains natural magnesium sulphate crystals to 
help relax the mind and body to promote  

a restful night’s sleep. It also softens the skin  
and soothes muscles, aches & pains. Vegan. 1kg.

12194  £6/€7.50

£3.50
€4.10

EACH

MUSCLE & BACK SOAK BATH SALTS
A selection of Muscle & Bath Soak bath salts, available in Menthol & Hemp Oil. They help calm, 
relax and revive you whilst the hemp oil also helps to de-stress. Vegan. Each bag contains 450g.

MENTHOL 12171    HEMP OIL 13415   £3.50/€4.10 EACH 

£6
€7.50

PURIFY, RELAX  
& UNWIND

MUSCLE & BACK SOAK BATH SALTS

MENTHOL HEMP OIL

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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COLOUR REVIVESMOOTHING & MOISTURISINGRECOVER & REPAIR 

(FOR DRY and DAMAGED HAIR) for all hair types for coloured hair

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Infused with argan and apricot oil.
Reduce breakages and frizz, leaving  
hair with a soft manageable finish.
Perfect for revitalising dry,  
damaged, or over-processed hair.

Revitalises and strengthens all hair types.
Hydrates dry hair, minimises frizz  
and leaves hair smooth.
Shampoo cleanses and rejuvenates the  
hair and scalp, whilst the conditioner 
nourishes & detangles.

Formulated with nourishing oils  
and shea butter.
Designed to hydrate and protect  
colour-treated hair.
The protein-rich formula repairs  
and strengthens strands,  
preserving vibrant hair colours.



27HAIR CARE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£5
€6
EACH

SAY HELLO TO REVITALISED LOCKS
From nourishing and hydrating formulas to repair and recovery solutions, HEAD FUNK is designed to meet  

all your hair needs. Enriched with natural ingredients like argan oil, coconut oil, and shea butter, each 
formulation promises to leave your hair feeling soft, smooth, and manageable while reducing breakage and 

frizz. Discover the perfect match for your hair type and embrace healthier, more vibrant hair days ahead.  
Each bottle is a generous 600ml and are all vegan-friendly.

HEAD FUNK HAIR CARE RANGE
RECOVER & REPAIR SHAMPOO 13269    RECOVER & REPAIR CONDITIONER 13270

SMOOTHING & MOISTURISING SHAMPOO 13265    SMOOTHING & MOISTURISING CONDITIONER 13266
COLOUR REVIVE SHAMPOO 13271    COLOUR REVIVE CONDITIONER 13264

NOURISHING SHAMPOO 13267    NOURISHING CONDITIONER 13268
£5/€6 EACH BOTTLE

NOURISHING

for all hair types

Infused with argan oil &  
packed with essential nutrients.
Gently rehydrate hair and scalp, 
revitalising strands to restore  
their appearance.
It leaves hair soft, smooth,  
and manageable. 
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£5
€6

A. SCALP MASSAGE BRUSH
Featuring soft and flexible silicone bristles for 
a gentle yet invigorating massage, this brush 
exfoliates the scalp and promotes blood  
circulation while efficiently lathering hair  
for a refreshing wash. Plastic. 
13327  £4/€4.70 

B. SALON SHINE HAIR SERUM
Add instant shine and lustre to your hair  
with this Salon Chic So Smooth Shine Serum. 
Smoothens away frizz and split ends. UV 
protection to help protect hair from the  
sun. Vegan. 50ml.
12934  £5/€6

C. MICROFIBRE HAIR  
DRYING WRAP
This super absorbent microfibre hair wrap is  
lightweight which makes it a great alternative  
to a heavy towel. Simply slip over wet hair,  
twist & loop in place. Perfect for the  
gym bag. Size: L55cm x W22cm.
12536  £4/€4.70

Instant shine
UV protection

Button securely holds wrap in place 
Dries hair 3 times faster than normal towel

£4
€4.70

£4
€4.70

SCALP  
MASSAGE 
BRUSH

MICROFIBRE HAIR DRYING WRAP

SALON 
SHINE HAIR 
SERUM

A

B

C

Perfect to use with 
the Hair & Scalp Oil 
(12913) on page 29

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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£6
€7.50

EACH

ROSEMARY SHAMPOO / CONDITIONER
A gentle formula enriched with extracts of rosemary oil that 

promotes hair growth & reduces hair loss. The shampoo cleanses 
the scalp without stripping natural oils whilst the conditioner is 

lightweight & moisturising, designed to leave hair feeling silky soft  
& manageable. Free from harsh chemicals, this duo each has a  

pH-balanced formula to match the natural pH of the scalp.  
Suitable for colour-treated hair. Vegan. 400ml each.

SHAMPOO 12911   CONDITIONER 12912 
£6/€7.50 EACH

HAIR + SCALP OIL
Helps to revive and nourish  

hair follicles. Ideal for a relaxing  
& calming scalp massage. 
Contains: Vitamin E, castor  
oil, rosemary oil, jojoba oil, 

peppermint oil & tea tree oil. 
Vegan. 100ml. 

12913  £6/€7.50

ROSEMARY COLLECTION
Free from harsh chemicals
Hydrates & nourishes the hair and scalp
Helps repair split ends

Enriched with natural extracts of Rosemary oil
Boosts hair volume and promotes hair growth
Suitable for those with sensitive skin or conditions  
such as eczema and dandruff, it will help to soothe  
dry scalps

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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PROFESSIONAL CURLING WAND
Create professional-looking curls from the comfort of your own home with the Bauer Tourmaline Coated 

Curling Wand. The slimline barrel of this wand measures 19mm at the base and 13mm at the tip and 
heats up to 180 degrees in less than 1 minute! With its Tourmaline coating, it helps prevent damage to 
your hair and helps prevent frizz and static. 360-degree swivel cord. On/Off switch. Size: L36 x W3.5cm.

13416  £20/€23.50

HAIR ROLLERS
Create your ideal curl with this selection of Velcro rollers available in 3 different sizes, large,  

medium & small. If you require loose curls, use large, for tighter curls, small and for something  
in between, medium. Small: Diam. 2cm. Medium: Diam. 3cm. Large: Diam. 5cm.

LARGE 13417      MEDIUM 13418      SMALL 13419  £3.50/€4.10 EACH PACK

£20
€23.50

CREATE YOUR IDEAL CURLS
For loose curls, tight curls and everything in between

LARGE

PACK 
OF 4

PACK 
OF 6

PACK 
OF 8

£3.50
€4.10 
EACH PACK

MEDIUM SMALL
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HEAD FUNK STYLING WAX
Long-lasting flexible hold. Perfect for 

short to mid-length hair. Easy to apply  
& wash out. Vegan. 100g.

13422 £4/€4.70

HEAD FUNK 
HEAT DEFENCE 
SPRAY
This oil-enriched  
formula protects 
against heat damage, 
whilst nourishing the 
hair. Vegan. 150ml. 
13421 £3/€3.60

STYLE, SMOOTH & PROTECT

HEAD FUNK 
LEAVE IN 
CONDITIONER
Ideal for combating  
frizz & keeping the  
hair smooth & shiny. 
This lightweight formula 
coats the hair which locks 
in moisture, promotes  
hydration & smooths  
the cuticles. Vegan. 150ml. 
13420 £3/€3.60

SMOOTH IT

STYLE IT

PROTECT IT

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£3
€3.60

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£4
€4.70

£3
€3.60



NECTAR MEADOWS 
BAMBOO HAIR BRUSH
Pretty Nectar Meadow Hair 
Brush, made from bamboo. 
Design may vary.  
Size: H17 x W5 x D3cm.
12609 £9/€11

32

MAGNIFYING 2 IN 1 MIRROR 
This 2-in-1 versatile mirror features 3x 

magnification on one side and normal on the 
other.  Can be used as a handheld or as a 

standing mirror. Lightweight & perfect for travel. 
Folds flat. Metal & glass. H14cm x Diam. 11.5cm.

12918 £3.50/€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

£9
€11

£4
€4.70

 DETANGLING HAIR BRUSH IN ROSE GOLD COLOUR
Unlike other hairbrushes, this detangling brush helps to remove knots and tangles without pulling and 

tugging on hair. The ergonomic design and contoured handle make it easy and comfy to use. Each brush 
features a metallic mirror-foiled finish with black beadless bristles. Plastic. L19 x W8 x D4cm.

13424 £4/€4.70

EASY HAIR DETANGLING
remove knots and tangles without pulling and tugging on hair

Made from 
Bamboo
Eco-Friendly 
& Sustainable
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PACK OF 3 HAIR SCRUNCHIES
This pack of 3 hair scrunchies are perfect for 
creating different hair styles with minimal effort. 
Great for messy buns, high ponytails, pigtails 
and much more.  Includes: 1 x black, 1 x brown 
and 1 x cream. Polyester. Diam. 8cm approx.
12922  £3/€3.60

PACK OF 10 NO CREASE HAIR CLIPS
No crease hair clips are perfect for keeping strands 
of hair in place without getting bumps, lumps and 
kinks. A great accessory for holding hair in place 
whilst doing makeup, hairstyles or even just for dai-
ly face washing. Plastic & Stainless steel. Pack of 10  
(5 x pink and 5 x black).  Each clip: L6 x W1.8cm.
12920  £3/€3.60

DELUXE HAIR DRESSING CAPE
Perfect for all hairdressing, cutting and colouring. 
Complete with velcro fastening for easy  
adjustment on adults and kids. Colour may  
vary. Plastic. Size: L140 x W90cm.
12917  £3.50/€4.10

PROFESSIONAL HAIR DRESSING SET 
This Professional Hair Dressing Set is ideal for  
all hair cutting or styling tasks. Scissors: L17cm, 
Comb: L17.5cm and Clips: L12cm. Metal & Plastic.
12573  £3.50/€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60

1 x Hairdressing scissors
1 x Comb
2 x Hair grips



£14
€16.50

EACH

34

HANGING  
TOILETRY BAG 
Your must-have travel make-up 
& toiletry bag, available in two 
beautiful designs. Each bag 
comes with 3 spacious zipped 
compartments, elasticated 
sections to keep bottles secure 
and an additional pocket at the 
rear. Each bag has a double 
Velcro fastening and includes  
a handy hook to hang up  
when using the contents. 
Polyester & Plastic.  
Approx. size (when open):  
L40 x W25 x D9cm.  
Approx. size (when closed):  
L21 x W25 x D9cm. 
NECTAR MEADOWS 13425  
BARKS 13426 
£14/€16.50 EACH

HANGING TOILETRY BAG
featuring velcro fastening & 3 zipped compartments

BARKS 
Showcasing a selection of dog breeds,  
from the dainty Dachshund  
to the not-so-dinky  
Dalmatian. Handle,  
zip & trim  
finished in  
green.

NECTAR MEADOWS
An array of beautiful colourful  

flowers with a few buzzing bees.
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DAILY  
MEDICINE CHEST 
Keep track of your regular 
medicine doses. Contains one removable 4 compartment 
section for each day of the week which are marked with 
text and Braille. Size of each removable compartment:  
H9.8 x W2.5 x D1.7cm. Overall size: H11 x W17.5 x D2cm.
12185  £4/€4.70

£4
€4.70

PILL BOX 
Keep your medication safe and secure with this handy pill box, available in two cow designs. It has three 
compartments and is small enough to slip in your pocket or handbag when on the move. Push to open 

mechanism. Aluminium & plastic. Diam. 5cm x H1.5cm.
HIGHLAND COW & PHEASANTS  13427          HIGHLAND COW & FLOWERS 13428  

£5.50/€6.50 EACH

£5.50
€6.50

EACH

HIGHLAND COW PILL BOXES 
keep your medication safe and secure

KEEP TRACK 
OF YOUR DAILY 
MEDICINE 
DOSES

COW & PHEASANTS COW & FLOWERS
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ALOE VERA 
SOOTHING GEL 
Aloe Vera Gel has 
many benefits and  
is an essential 
 for every home. 
Great for sun 
damaged or inflamed 
skin, rashes, eczema  
and much more. 
Helps alleviate  
itching and calms  
and soothes the  
skin. Contains Vitamin 
E. Vegan. 170ml.
12941    £3.50/€4.10

SET OF 3 TRAVEL BOTTLES
Set of 3 travel bottles, perfect for airline  

travel. Fill with your existing products and  
save money on your next holiday.  

Complies with international travel restrictions. 
Includes: 2 x 100ml bottle with screw cap  

and 1 x 100ml bottle with press pump.  
Reusable. Plastic.
12938  £3/€3.60

TRAVEL SICKNESS WRISTBANDS
Provides effective control of motion sickness, morning 

sickness and all forms of nausea. The wristbands  
use acupressure to ease nausea, a natural  

alternative to medication. Use on planes, boats,  
trains and cars. Suitable for adults and  

children. Washable & reusable. Pack of 2.  
Elasticated, fits most wrist sizes.

12937  £3/€3.60

£3.50
€4.10

£4
€4.70

MOSQUITO 
& INSECT 
REPELLENT 
This fast and 
effective formula 
helps prevent bites 
and stings caused 
by mosquitoes and 
insects. Up to 4 
hours of protection, 
renew application as 
necessary. Easy to 
use pump spray,  
an essential for 
summer and travel. 
Vegan. 120ml.
13341   £4/€4.70

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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2-IN-1 TRAVEL PILLOW & EYE MASK 
Introducing the handy 2-in-1 travel pillow, available in two playful designs, Shark & Clownfish. It’s a travel 

pillow and eye mask in one, that conveniently zips up and hooks onto a belt or bag so you can always 
keep it safe. Quick-release eye mask. Designed to fit children & adults. Made from super soft polyester & 

spandex. Machine washable. Size when closed: H17 x W18 x D11cm.  
Size when open: H16 x W28 x D6cm.

CLOWNFISH  13429       SHARK 13430   £15/€18 EACH

£15
€18
EACH

2-IN-1 TRAVEL 
PILLOW &  
EYE MASK 

CLOWNFISH SHARK
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£3
€3.60

LENS CLEANING WIPES 
Non smear lens cleaning wipes. Quick & easy to use on 

all types of optical lenses including spectacle, sunglasses, 
cameras, binoculars and telescopes. Quickly &  
effectively removes dirt and grease. 24 pack.

12184  £3/€3.60

MAGNIFYING GLASS 
With 3 x magnification, this tool is ideal for  

help reading newspapers, books, maps  
plus much more. Size: H18 x W9.5cm.

12195  £4/€4.70

SPECTACLE REPAIR KIT 
This 23-piece Spectacle Repair Kit contains everything 
you need for emergency repairs whilst travelling, at 
home or even in the office.
12844  £3/€3.60

£4
€4.70

£3
€3.60

3 Screwdrivers
2 Plastic Starters
9 Screws
2 Nose Pads
4 Comfort Pads
1 Lens Cloth
1 Magnifier
1 Storage Case

23-PIECE SPECTACLE  
REPAIR KIT
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£7.50
€9
EACH

FOLDABLE GLASSES CASE 
Keep your readers & sunglasses safe from scratches & damage when not in use with the foldable glasses 

case. Available in a choice of two designs – Butterfly Meadows & Feline Fine. Fold down flat when not in use. 
Magnetic fastening. Card, foam & steel. Flat size: H6.5 x W16 x x D1cm. Constructed size: H7.5 x W16 x D7cm.

BUTTERFLY MEADOWS   13432         FELINE FINE  13431    £7.50/€9 EACH

STYLISH FOLDABLE GLASSES CASE

BUTTERFLY 
MEADOWS

FELINE FINE
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£3
€3.60

£3.50
€4.10

PACK OF 2 HEAT PADS
These self adhesive heat pads provide instant 
warmth and relief for aches and pains in 
muscles and joints. Works instantly and  
last for up to 8 hours. Pack of 2.  
Each pad size: L13 x W10cm.
12942  £3/€3.60

HEADACHE RELIEF STICK
A natural cooling headache treatment that can 
be used in conjunction with other migraine 
and headache treatments. Apply directly to 
forehead for effective headache relief. 
Non greasy & colourless. Vegan. 3.6g
13337  £3.50/€4.10

FREEZE GEL TUB
This specially designed formula is great for  
   use on painful & aching muscles to cool,       
       soothe & massage. Vegan. 200ml.
          11796  £3/3.60

£3
€3.60

DENTURE CASE
Personal care lightweight denture case, 
great for storing dentures, gum shields or 
retainers. Plastic. H9.2 x W7 x D5.5cm.
13433  £3/3.60

£3
€3.60

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE



Freshmint 
flavour
Alcohol & 
sugar free

Coolmint 
flavour
Sugar free

HEALTH & WELLBEING 41

£3
€3.60

PACK OF 2 
DENTAL  
FLOSS  
50M 
Keep your gums 
healthy with these 
Dental Floss. Helps 
remove unwanted 
food and plaque 
between teeth 
without shredding. 
Wax treated and 
mint flavoured.  
2 x 50m.
12529  £3/€3.60

PACK OF 2 
UNIVERSAL 
TOOTH-
BRUSH  
HEADS
These replacement 
toothbrush heads are 
all round protection  
for your teeth. 
Compatible with  
most Oral-B© 
toothbrush  
handles (except  
Sonic toothbrushes). 
Pack of 2.
12528  £3.50/€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

FRESH BREATH SPRAY
A choice of two handy pocket-sized 
mouth sprays, designed to overcome 
mouth odour caused by food, drink  
& smoking. Coolmint is vegan. 25ml.
FRESHMINT 13435
COOLMINT  13434   
£3/€3.60 EACH 

£3
€3.60

EACH

MINTY FRESH 
BREATH IN A 
QUICK SPRAY

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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VAPOUR CANDLE
Our Vapour Candle is enriched with 
soothing menthol and eucalyptol. 
Eucalyptol and menthol eases cold 

symptoms and helps with breathing.  
Vegan. 60g. 

12527  £3/€3.60

VAPOUR RUB
Vapour rub is a cooling and refreshing ointment 

that helps relieve congestion of the nose and chest. 
Contains natural herbal ingredients for clear & cool 

breathing. Apply a small amount onto the chest  
and neck or add to hot water (not boiling)  

for steam inhalation. Vegan. 100g. 
12947  £3.50/€4.10

VAPOUR OIL
Vapour oil is ideal for colder months and 
blocked noses. Simply add a few drops to 

water in an oil burner or in a bath. It contains 
soothing menthol & eucalyptol. Vegan. 10ml.

12177  £3.50/€4.10

VAPOUR BATH SALTS
Soothing & relaxing bath salts. Contains menthol  
& eucalyptus to help easy breathing. Vegan. 450g.

12176  £4/€4.70

£3.50
€4.10

£4
€4.70

£3
€3.60

£3.50
€4.10

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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HELPS KEEP TATTOOES  
BRIGHT AND VIBRANT

for long lasting moisturising care

HEALTH & WELLBEING

TATTOO MOISTURISER
Provides long lasting moisturising care for tattooed 

skin. Alleviates & prevents dryness and helps to keep 
tattoos bright & vibrant like new. Vegan. 150ml.

11343    £3.50/€4.10

PETROLEUM JELLY ORIGINAL  /  COCOA BUTTER 
Petroleum Jelly is an effective lubricant that adds moisture to dry skin and provides a barrier  

against moisture loss. Helps heal dry skin & protects minor cuts, scrapes & burns.  
Available in original or cocoa butter. Vegan. 226g.

ORIGINAL  13436    COCOA BUTTER 12940    £3.50/€4.10 EACH

£3.50
€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

EACH

PETROLEUM JELLY
available in original or cocoa butter

ORIGINAL COCOA BUTTER

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE



PACK OF 5 GEL BUNION 
PROTECTORS 

Helps reduce discomfort caused by bunions. 
Made from soft, stretchable silicone to give instant 

comfort. Easy to wash and reuse. Pack of 5.
12038  £3/€3.60

PACK OF 15 PROTECTIVE  
CORN PLASTERS 

Provides immediate relief from painful corns. 
Cushions and protects. Soft & resilient foam absorbs 

pressure from corns during use. 15 pack.
12187  £3/€3.60

PACK OF 4 GEL TOE PROTECTORS 
Gel Toe Protectors help protect toes from friction 

and fit comfortably inside almost any shoe.  
Easy to fit. Stretch to fit all toe sizes.  
Easy to wash and reuse. Pack of 4. 

12033  £3/€3.60

PACK OF 2 GEL HEEL CUSHIONS
Add some extra cushioning in your shoes and  

create instant and long lasting comfort for your 
heels. Easy to fit, simply insert into heel position  

of shoe. Re-usable. Pack of 2.
12541  £3/€3.60

44

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60

£3
€3.60



CORN & 
CALLUS 
REMOVER 
Unique tool for the 
safe and effective 
removal of hardened 
skin over corns and 
calluses, leaving  
skin feeling soft  
and smooth.
12186  £3.50/€4.10

WOODEN NAIL BRUSH WITH PUMICE
This great nail brush comes complete with a  

pumice stone so that you can tackle hard skin  
areas as well as keeping your nails dirt free.  

Wood with pumice stone. L9.5 x W5cm.
12540  £3.50/€4.10

WOODEN  
FOOT FILE
Keep your feet 
beautifully soft with 
our handy little foot 
file. Gently buff away 
rough skin on your 
soles and heels. 
Removes hard skin for 
long lasting results. 
Coarse sand surface 
on one side  
and fine on the other.  
Wood. Size: L24 x 4cm.
12935  £3/€3.60

45FOOTCARE

ESSENTIAL
FOOTCARE
PRODUCTS
For your everyday  
footcare requirements

£3
€3.60

FROM ONLY

£3
€3.60

£3.50
€4.10

£3.50
€4.10
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£3
€3.60

SOFTENING 
FOOT  
LOTION
Our Softening Foot 
Lotion, with natural 
tea tree oil, pep-
permint & menthol, 
helps leave feet 
feeling soft  
& refreshed.  
150ml.
11788  £3/€3.60

SPEARMINT AND MENTHOL 
Eases tired, aching feet & muscles.  

Natural magnesium sulphate crystals  
with added fragrance of spearmint and 

menthol for a soothing and relaxing soak.   
Helps with removal of toxins to  

promote healthier skin. Vegan. 450g.
11497  £3.50/€4.10

GREEN TEA & CHAMOMILE 
Helps relax tired & aching muscles. Natural  
magnesium sulphate crystals with added  
fragrance of green tea & chamomile for a  

calming and soothing soak. Absorbs through  
the skin’s surface to gently help support the 

removal of toxins. Vegan. 450g. 
11325  £3.50/€4.10

NOW ONLY

£3/€3.60
SAVE 50p/60¢

CRACKED  
HEEL CREAM
For dry, cracked heels.  
Helps soften cracked  
& dry skin and refreshes  
tired & aching feet.  
Enriched with menthol, 
peppermint and  
vitamin E. Vegan. 100ml.
11496   
WAS £3.50/€4.20
NOW £3/€3.60

£3.50
€4.10

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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FOOT SCRUB - MOCHA 
The TLC your hard-working, tired feet deserve. Formulated with detoxifying sea salt, it’s the  

perfect at-home spa treatment. A multi-level formula that simultaneously moisturises,  
smooths & soothes tired feet. Mocha scented. Vegan friendly. 400g.  

13437  £5/€6

EXFOLIATING FOOT SCRUB
Give your feet an invigorating exfoliation to help revive & soften

The first step in your Pedi routine will leave you with refreshingly super-smooth soles. 
The TLC your hard-working tired feet deserve. Formulated with detoxifying sea salt,  

it’s the perfect at-home spa treat.

£5
€6

Exfoliate
Revive
Soften

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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£2.50
€3
EACH

3 HOOK 
NUDE

3 HOOK 
WHITE

3 HOOK 
BLACK

2 HOOK 
NUDE

2 HOOK 
WHITE

2 HOOK 
BLACK

BRA EXTENDER
Perfect to increase the size range of any bra. Add inches of comfort with this simple solution. Simply hook 

the elasticated extender to your bra, no sewing required. Available in three colourways in two or three 
hook options. 75% nylon 25% latex. 2 Hook Size: H3cm x L8.5cm, 3 Hook Size: H5.1cm x L8.5cm.
2 HOOK NUDE  12530      2 HOOK WHITE  12442      2 HOOK BLACK  12531  £2.50/€3 EACH 
3 HOOK NUDE  12532      3 HOOK WHITE  12443      3 HOOK BLACK  12533  £3.50/€4.10 EACH

£2.50
€3
EACH

FROM ONLY

WAX STRIPS
Remove unwanted hair with 
ease with our range of wax 
strips. Our assorted pack  
contains 20 strips in various 
sizes & our facial wax strips 
contain 16 strips with 4  
finishing wipes.  
FACIAL  13440       
ASSORTED SIZES 13441   
£2.50/€3 EACH
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INSTANT RELIEF HEAT PADS
Curb period discomfort with these warming heat pads.  

With a thin discreet, fragrance-free design, they are simple 
and effective & stay warm for up to 8 hours. Also great  
for stomach cramps and back pain. 2 patches per pack.  

Each patch is L5 x W12cm.
13445  £3/€3.60

REGULAR - NORMAL FIT

MAXI - EXTRA LONG

PANTY LINERS - ULTRA SLIM

£3
€3.60

SANITARY TOWELS & PANTY LINERS
Introducing the Pretty Intimate range, featuring a choice of sanitary towels and panty liners  

that provide comfort, a super dry feel & free from fragrance. 
REGULAR 13442      MAXI 13443    PANTY LINERS 13444   

£2/€2.40 EACH

INSTANT RELIEF HEAT PAD
effective warming in a discreet design

PACK 
OF 10

PACK 
OF 8

PACK 
OF 30

£2
€2.40

EACH
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NAIL PERFECT MANICURE & PEDICURE SET 
Get the professional look from the comfort of your own home with the Nail Perfect Manicure & Pedicure Set.  

It features two-speed settings with 5 interchangeable attachments. It also comes with a handy case so you  
can take it anywhere you need too! Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included). AA Batteries are available in  

packs of 10 for only £3/€3.60 on code 13458. Size: L16 x H5.5 x W9cm.
11778  £12/€14.50

Polishing 
Disc

Filing & 
Trimming Disc

Cuticle 
Pusher

Wide 
Manicure 

Stem

Fine Cylinder 
Polish

FOR A PROFESSIONAL FINISH...
2 speed settings with  

5 attachments
£12
€14.50

FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH 
The perfect skincare tool for removing dirt and blackheads 
from your face. It has three different bristle sizes to focus 
on different areas. Top coarse bristle for general cleaning, 
tiny bristle for precision cleaning around your t-zone, back 
coarse bristle to deep clean and massage. 5 adjustable 
speeds. USB rechargeable (cable included). 30 minutes 
runtime. Plastic & silicone. Size: H10 x W4 x D8cm.
13438  £12/€14.50

3 Cleansing Zones
Improves Skin Texture
Boosts Circulation
Waterproof
Compact & Lightweight

£12
€14.50

FACIAL CLEANSING 
BRUSH
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GREY LED VANITY MIRROR
This double-sided touch activated mirror features a  
super-bright LED ring light on both sides, illuminating the area in front 
of the mirror. 1x magnification on one side and 5x magnification on 
the other side. 360 degree swivel rotation for ease of switching views. 
Perfect to assist with applying makeup or shaving. Requires 3 x AAA 
batteries (not included). AAA Batteries are available in packs of 10 for  
only £3/€3.60 on code 13459. Plastic & glass. H31 x W18.5 x D10.5cm. 
12932  £16/€19

GREY LED     
VANITY MIRROR 
5x and 1x magnification mirror with  
touch activated bright LED ring 

360° 
swivel 

rotation

Side 1 - 5x  
magnification 
mirror

Side 2 - 1x 
magnification 

mirror

Super 
bright 
LED ring

£16
€19

DIGITAL  
WEIGHING SCALES
Ensure an accurate weight reading with  
this bathroom scale from Black + Decker.  
It features an LCD screen for easy  
reading, and it’s made from tempered  
glass to ensure comfort & durability.  
Measures in lbs or kg up to a maximum  
of 375lbs / 170kg. Auto on/off. 2 x AAA  
batteries required (not included).  
AAA Batteries are available in packs of 10 for only 
£3/€3.60 on code 13459. Size: L30 x W30cm.
13446  £14/€16.50

£14
€16.50

Digital LCD display
High precision sensor system
Durable tempered glass

DIGITAL 
WEIGHING SCALES 
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MAKE-UP  
BRUSH SET

PACK OF 5 MAKEUP POWDER PUFFS
Never be without a powder puff thanks to this 

bumper pack. Gentle on skin, these puffs are great 
for setting your makeup with powder. Cotton, satin 
and sponge materials with handle on the back of 

each puff. Pack of 5. Size diam. 6cm.
12539  £3/€3.60

COLLAPSIBLE MAKEUP 
BRUSH CLEANING BOWL
This practical cleaning bowl is a  
must have for any makeup lover.   
It’s the perfect tool to keep makeup  
brushes and blenders clean. Simply add a cleanser or 
gentle soap to warm water and rub your brush/blender 
over the raised area. Collapsible for easy storage. 
Silicone. Size: L14.5 x W11 x D5cm (folded D2cm).
12929  £6/€7.50

Includes:
1 x Powder Brush (L18cm)
1 x Blusher Brush  (L16cm)
1 x Foundation Brush (L15cm)
1 x Flat Eyeshadow Brush (L15cm)
1 x Eyeshadow Blend Brush (L16cm)
1 x Angled Eyebrow Brush (L15.5cm)

£3
€3.60

Collapses Flat

A CONVENIENT WAY 
TO KEEP ALL YOUR 
BRUSHES AND 
BLENDERS CLEAN!

£6
€7.50

6-PIECE MAKEUP BRUSH SET
This Makeup Brush Set will become a staple in any  
makeup application process or make the perfect gift.  
Each brush features a black handle with a champagne  
gold metallic top and soft black & white bristles.  
Suitable for vegan. Plastic. Set of 6. 
12928  WAS £15/€18  NOW £12.50/€15

NOW ONLY

£12.50/€15

SAVE £2.50/€3

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE



LID IS A TOUCHSCREEN 
LED MIRROR 

PINK COSMETIC CASE  
with a bright LED mirror as the lid

53MAKEUP ACCESSORIES

£25
€29.50

£24
€28.50

DELUXE 
BEAUTY 
MYSTERY 
BOX
A deluxe mystery 
box containing 
a mixture of 
BeautyUK 
products up 
the value of 
£50 / €60! 
Presented in a 
pink BeautyUK 
gift box. An 
awesome gift 
for makeup 
lovers. Selection 
of products 
shown is just 
for illustrative 
purposes.
70260  
£25/€29.50

THE DELUXE BEAUTY MYSTERY BOX

PINK COSMETIC CASE WITH LED MIRROR   
Rejuvenate your beauty regime with this blush pink cosmetic case, designed to store and easily  

transport all of your essential make-up and accessories. Lid doubles up as a touchscreen LED mirror.  
Mirror can be free-standing or fixed with 180 degrees tilt rotation. Complete with a convenient carrying 

handle, it’s your stylish solution for beauty on the go. Plastic & glass. Requires 3 x AAA batteries  
(not included). Size: H11.5 x W23 x D10cm. Personalise in white vinyl, up to 20 characters.  

For our full range of PERSONALISED GIFTS please ask to see our unique personalised catalogue.
60268  £24/€28.50

FREE
PERSONALISATION
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MIRACLE BUFFER
Achieve instant high gloss shine with our  
Miracle nail buffer. One side a buffer, the other 
side a polisher. Removes ridges. Easy to use.  
Size: L17.5 x W2.8 x D0.8cm.
70245  £2.50/€3

INSTANT HIGH 
GLOSS SHINE

one side is a buffer,  
the other side  

a polisher!

5 - PIECE NECTAR MEADOWS MANICURE SET
A gorgeous design Nectar Meadows 5-Piece Manicure Set. 
Perfect for maintaining beautiful salon quality fingers and nails 
from the comfort of your own home. An essential kit for every 
beauty-holic.  Includes: 1 x nail clipper, 1 x metal nail file, 1 x 
tweezer, 1 x nail scissors and 1 x cuticle pusher. Metal, plastic  
& polyester. Design & colour may vary. Case size (closed):  
L12 x W7.5 x D1.5cm.
12931  £10/€12

NAIL  
CLIPPERS  
SET
This pack of Nail 
clippers comes 
with two individual 
clippers in assorted 
sizes. Suitable for 
both hands and  
feet. Stainless steel.  
Large size: L8cm. 
Small size: L5cm. 
12936  £4/€4.70

£2.50
€3

£4
€4.70

NAIL CLIPPERS SET
featuring precision blades

5 - PIECE NECTAR MEADOWS 
MANICURE SET

£10
€12
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£6.50
€8
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

WILD THING NAIL POLISH
Each pack of 2 nail varnishes features a base and top coat. 
Simply paint on the base coat, leave to dry and then apply  
the top coat. This will dry to form the ‘Wild Thing’ pattern. 
Perfect for a different look without the hassle. 2 x 14ml. Vegan.
70176  SALAMANDER       70178  LEMUR        
70179  FLAMINGO     70180  LEOPARD    £6.50/€8 EACH SET

WILD THING NAILS
Easily create stunning ‘wild thing’ patterns

Lemur FlamingoLeopard

Salamander

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

NAIL POLISH  
REMOVER SPONGE 
Practical, dip-in nail polish remover with  
integrated sponge. Ideal for gel nail polish  
removal. Removes nail polish without the need  
for a cotton pad. Especially useful for removing 
polish from just one nail. Vegan. 55ml.
11494  £3.50/€4.10

sim
pl

y 
dip - twist - rem

ove

£3.50
€4.10

NAIL POLISH REMOVER SPONGE 
Quick and easy removal of polish & gel nail polish
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NOW ONLY

£4/€4.70

SAVE £1/€1.30

EACH

70141   
DESERT ROSE

70144   
CHERRY BOMB

70149   
PINK POP

70152   
PINK YOU’VE HAD ENOUGH

70154   
JUST PEACHY

70131   
PRETTY IN PINK

QUICK DRY, HIGH
GLOSS FINISH

18 gorgeous colours

70142  
UNDER THE HEATHER

70157   
ULTRA VIOLET

70133   
BLACKOUT

70156   
TEALED WITH A KISS

70135   
WHITE OUT

70136   
ALMOND MILK

70138   
LET’S HIT THE PEACH

70134   
ICE ICE BABY (CLEAR)

70143   
RED ROYALE

70151   
RUSTIC ROSE

70153   
CORAL BURST

70155   
POST BOX RED

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

NAIL POLISH
Nails are back! A show stopping collection of  18 colour popping nail polishes. Available in a range of  

deep pop colours to more refined pastel hues. A top performing formula that is quick-dry,  
easy to apply and delivers a high gloss finish with staying power that lasts without  

fading or chipping. Vegan. 9ml. 
WAS £5/€6   NOW £4/€4.70 EACH
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NAIL POLISH
Highly pigmented super high gloss finish

HIGH GLOSS NAIL POLISH 
Introducing our new line-up of nail polish shades. Highly pigmented with a super glossy 

finish. Our new nail polish collection is sure to have a shade to suit your mood.  
Vegan. Cruelty-Free. Made in the UK. 9ml.

WAS £5/€6  NOW £4/€4.70  EACH

70231  
GREAT MINDS  

PINK ALIKE

70232  
I LILAC YOU  

A LOT

70235  
IT TAKES TWO  

TO MANGO

70226  
YOU’RE BERRY 

SPECIAL

70227  
YOU’RE  

PLUM-BELIEVABLE

70234 
GO ON,  

MOCHA MY DAY

70237  
COPP-A-FEEL

70230  
I’M MINTED

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

NAIL POLISH
A selection of 6 returning shades! A top performing formula that is quick-dry, easy to apply  

and delivers a high gloss finish with staying power that lasts. Vegan. 9ml.  
WAS £5/€6   NOW £4/€4.70 EACH

70150
SMOKE SIGNAL

70147 
FORREST JADE

70146 
LADY LAVENDER

70130 
BLUE CRUSH

70129
DAFFODIL DELIGHT

70139
GREAT BLUE BEYOND

6 RETURNING 
SHADES!

NOW ONLY

£4/€4.70

SAVE £1/€1.30

EACH

NOW ONLY

£4/€4.70

SAVE £1/€1.30

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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PROFESSIONAL NAIL CARE RANGE
High quality, high performance formulas

No.4 BLACK DIAMOND 
HARDENER

Strengthens weak and fragile 
nails. Enriched with black 

diamond particles. UV filter 
to prevent discolouration and 

yellowing. Vegan. 11ml.
70161  £6/€7.50

No.5 5-IN-1 BASE & TOP COAT
Contains 5 enriching vitamins 

and 5 plant extracts. Key benefits: 
Smoothing base coat, anti-brittle 

treatment, moisturises and 
hydrates, advance strengthener & 

extreme gloss top coat. 11ml.
70162  £6/€7.50

No.6 NAIL & CUTICLE 
CONDITIONING OIL

Nourishes and restores natural 
moisture of the nail. Cuticles are 
instantly soothed and softened.
Almond oil based formula with 

vitamins E & F. Vegan. 11ml.
70163  £6/€7.50

No.1 SPEED DRY BASE COAT
Primes surface for an even finish 
that grips colour. Speed dry salon 

strength formula.
Prevents nail stains caused by 
coloured polish. Vegan. 11ml.

70158  £6/€7.50

No.2 ULTRA GLOSS TOP COAT
High performance top coat 

for extreme gloss and brilliant 
shine. Clinically proven to extend 
wearability and shine. Chip and 

peel resistant. Vegan. 11ml.
70159  £6/€7.50

No.3 MATTE TOP COAT
Speed dry formula and extends 

the wear of nail polish. UV 
absorber that protects nail colour 

from fading. Ideal for creating 
unique nail art. Vegan. 11ml.

70160  £6/€7.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN

£6
€7.50

EACH



Stardust AndromedaAstral Stars
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Blue PearlLilac PearlYellow Pearl Green PearlWhite Pearl Pink Pearl

Aurora Dream Midnight SkySupernova

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

GALAXY GLITTER NAILS
6 gorgeous twinkling glitter shades

SHIMMER PEARL NAILS
6 gorgeous shimmery pearl shades

SHIMMER PEARL NAIL POLISH 
New shimmery pearl shades. Leaving a long lasting summer sheen on the nails with  

6 colours to choose from. 9ml. Vegan.
 70189  WHITE PEARL  70188  YELLOW PEARL 70190  PINK PEARL  
 70191  LILAC PEARL 70199  GREEN PEARL 70200  BLUE PEARL 

  WAS £5/€6  NOW £4/€4.70  EACH

GALAXY GLITTER NAIL POLISH 
Shine and twinkle bright like a star with our new ‘Galaxy’ glitter nail polish range. Our glitter nail polish  

is available in 6 shades. Each one will sparkle , shine and reflect different colours on your nails.  
Use on it’s own or as a top coat over your favourite polish. 9ml. Vegan.

  70211  STARDUST 70208  ASTRAL STARS  70210  ANDROMEDA
 70207  AURORA DREAM 70209  SUPERNOVA 70206  MIDNIGHT SKY

WAS £6/€7.50 NOW £5/€6  EACH

NOW ONLY

£4/€4.70

SAVE £1/€1.30

EACH

NOW ONLY

£5/€6

SAVE £1/€1.50

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE



ALL DAY RADIANCE
the perfect canvas for your make-up

Clear

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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PRIME FX FOUNDATION PRIMER 
Professionally designed, silky-smooth, oil reducing 
formula. Ideal as a base to blend your foundation 
and enhance its longevity. Keeping your makeup 

looking radiant all day long. Sold in over 50 countries 
across 6 Continents so we can’t be the only ones 

who think it is fantastic. Vegan. 20ml.
70070  £9/€11

Marie Komjatiova
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

The Prime FX Foundation 
Primer is amazing! It’s the first 
foundation primer I have used 

and it is great! It makes my 
foundation last a lot longer.  

It feels super soft and silky on 
my skin but doesn’t feel heavy  
or greasy when I’m wearing it.

£9
€11

Sharon Davis
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I love our primer which I always 
apply before my foundation as 
it evens out the skin tone while 
hydrating my skin. Just a small 

amount can be used and it’s 
Vegan friendly!
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The CC Cream covers my 
blemishes and dark circles 

without foundation or 
concealer and gives me a 
great, even complexion!

Lolly Williams-Gibbs
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

CC CREAM
available in 3 shades

COLOUR CORRECTING PALETTE
This perfectly designed compact is a convenient, all in one concealer palette consisting of the four essential 

shades and is the ultimate tool to conceal, brighten, hide and correct your areas of concern. Vegan. 4.8g.
70068  £7/€8.50

Mauve
Counteracts brown 
tones and age spots

Mint Green
Counteracts high  

colouring (redness)

Lavender
Counteracts yellow tones,  

brightens dull skin

Yellow
Counteracts purple,  

under eye dark circles

ALL-IN-ONE COLOUR 
CORRECTION 

conceal, brighten, hide & correct

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

BiscuitFawnNatural

CC CREAM
A lightweight, hydrating and colour 
correcting cream specifically designed 
to look after your skin and correct any 
blemishes or redness. Help keep your skin 
safe under the sun with an impressive 
SPF 30 rating. The hydrating quality leaves 
your skin feeling fresh and moisturised 
on application. It contains light-reflecting 
pigments that illuminate the skin to give a 
radiant and flawless complexion. Available 
in THREE fabulous shades. 25ml. Vegan.
70216  NATURAL   70217  FAWN
70218  BISCUIT      £10/€12 EACH

£10
€12
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£7
€8.50

SPF 
30
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PHOTO.READY FOUNDATION
This foundation is a comfortable, long wear, high coverage liquid foundation. Perfect for your flawless look 
that will leave you ‘Photo Ready’. An innovative formula that is soft, lightweight, blendable and long lasting. 
The added antioxidants help to hydrate and illuminate the skin. PHOTO.Ready will hide imperfections and 

promises to deliver an effortlessly perfect complexion all day. Available in six shades. Vegan. 30ml.
 70032  PORCELAIN 70033  FAIR 70036  SAND 
 70034  NATURAL 70035  CARAMEL 70037  TAN

£10/€12 EACH

PHOTO.READY FOUNDATION
a high coverage, long lasting innovative formula

Porcelain Fair

Natural

Caramel

Sand

Tan

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£10
€12
EACH

Marie Dalton
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I absolutely love the  
Photo Ready Foundation  

as it feels so light on your 
skin and blends so easily.

A little goes a LONG  
way to give your face a  

full coverage finish.

The PhotoReady foundation 
rivals the quality of designer 

foundations for a fraction 
of the cost. I can apply with 

my fingers for a lighter, 
everyday look or use a brush 
for a slightly fuller coverage 
for a special occasion. All in 

all it is a win win!!

Lolly Williams-Gibbs
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director
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£5
€6
EACH

MATTE-FX FOUNDATION
The soft and velvety pro-performance formula blends smoothly  
to effortlessly control shine and give skin a flawless, matte finish  
for up to 12 hours. Available in 4 shades. 30ml.
70038  IVORY    70039  NATURAL    70040  WARM SAND    
70041  HONEY  £5/€6 EACH

Ivory Natural Warm Sand Honey

PRO-PERFORMANCE 
FORMULA

a soft, velvety formula 
with effortless results

“Matte-FX foundation 
is great for covering up 

blemishes, with a natural 
appearance for your daily 

outings without looking too 
over done.  It’s so quick to 

apply and easily blends.  
I love it.”

Sharon Davis
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

FACE POWDER
Achieve a silky-smooth, matte complexion with our Face Powder compacts that are available in four  

shades. Presented in a travel friendly, glossy black case with flip lid, large mirror and applicator  
puff, makes application simple and easy. 9g.

70042  No1          70043  No2          70044  No3          70045  No4      £7/€8.50 EACH

SILKY SMOOTH MATTE COMPLEXION
available in 4 shades

No4

No1 No2

No3

£7
€8.50

EACH
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PACK OF 3 MAKEUP REMOVING CLOTHS
Re-usable, soft makeup removing cloths. Removes all types of cosmetics with ease. 

Simply run under warm water and wipe away makeup. No added chemicals.  
Ideal for sensitive skin. Pack of 3.

11335  £5/€6

£5
€6

MAKEUP REMOVING CLOTHS
pack of 3 soft, reusable cloths ideal for sensitive skin

Perfect for all skin types  Just add water Re-usable



Light Medium Medium/Dark

CONCEAL & CORRECT
Liquid Concealer that offers precision blemish  

eradication with high coverage formula,  
soft wand applicator and sleek packaging.  

Available in 2 shades. Vegan. 7.5ml.
70047  MEDIUM          70048  DARK

£4.50/€5.30 EACH

Medium Dark

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Colleen Wright
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

“I’ve developed a 
dark age spot on my 
face which was still 

visible when I applied 
my foundation. I’ve been 

using our conceal and 
correct concealer (shade 

medium) and it covers up 
my spot. It’s perfect for 

blemishes as well.”

65FACE

PERFECT CONCEALER
Reduce the appearance of dark circles, 
pigmentation and blemishes with our specially 
formulated crayon! Our hydrating, creamy and 
blendable formula can be layered to achieve 
your personal level of coverage – flawless skin 
every day! The handy twist up crayon (handbag 
friendly!) works effortlessly to eliminate  
and conceal areas of concern. 2.8g.
70238  LIGHT        70239  MEDIUM           
70240  MEDIUM/DARK
£4.50/€5.30 EACH

£4.50
€5.30

EACH

CONCEAL & CORRECT
precision blemish eradication £4.50

€5.30
EACH

PERFECT CONCEALER
Hydrating, creamy and blendable
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CONTOUR CHUBBY STICKS
Sculpt, define and enhance your best features with these four specially designed smooth, lightweight  

and creamy sticks. The unique formula glides effortlessly onto your skin, perfect for blending  
and building your desired contoured look. Vegan. 6g.

£6/€7.50 EACH

Medium Contour
70050

Dark Contour
70051

Beige Highlight
70052

Shimmer Highlight
70053  

ULTIMATE CONTOUR  
CHUBBY GIFT SET

Get all four Chubby Sticks in this gift set. 
Vegan. 4 x 6g.   

70054  £18/€21.50

MATTE  
BRONZER
Naturally bronze your skin with the Matte Bronzer. 
The matte formulation eliminates unwanted shine
and provides a smooth satin finish for a healthy 
bronzed complexion. Vegan. 11g
DARK 70058  WAS £7/€8.50  NOW £6/€7.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

SAVE £6/€8.50
COMPARED TO 

BUYING ALL 
SEPARATELY

£6
€7.50

EACH

£18
€21.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

NOW ONLY

£6/€7.50
SAVE £1/€1

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE



GoddessHalo Popsicle pink
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BAKED BLUSH
These 3 unique Blushers & Bronzer make an outstanding collection to 

deliver healthy skin glow. BLUSHER, BRONZER OR HIGHLIGHTER  
- these Boxes have stunning pigmentation with a veil of  

subtle shimmer. Baked Box products come in a shape of  
3D dome & flip lid box includes a large mirror to  

make the application easy. 4.4g. Vegan friendly
70242  HALO        70243  GODDESS         

70244  POPSICLE PINK 
£7/€8.50 EACH

SWEET CHEEKS
A light-weight, creamy stick blusher which is 
super easy to apply and delivers an instant 
radiance to your complexion. Available in six 
perfect inspired shades. Vegan. 6g.
£6.50 / €8 EACH

SWEET CHEEKS GIFT SET
Our top-selling Sweet Cheeks: Pink Pavlova, 
Strawberry Jelly, Raspberry Ripple & Vanilla Ice 
in one gift set. Vegan. 4 x 6g.
70241  £24 / €28.50

Peachy Cream
70059

Pink Pavlova
70062

Turkish Delight
70060

Raspberry Ripple
70063

Strawberry Jelly
70061

Vanilla Ice
70064

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£6.50
€8
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

£24
€28.50

£7
€8.50

EACH
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70093   
PEACHY  

KISS

70094   
PINK MOTHER-

PUCKER

70095   
PURPLE 

PLEASER

70096   
RASPBERRY 

 SMOOCH

70097   
PLUM  
POUT

70187   
CODE  
RED

70092   
NEARLY  
NAKED

PUCKER UP LIP LINER
Sculpt and enhance your pout to  

perfection with our exquisite collection of  
eight matte twist lip liners. Pucker Up have a  

creamy, richly pigmented finish to allow you to  
achieve full volume, colour and staying power. They include  
a built in sharpener in the cap for on the go precision. 0.2g.

WAS £4.50/€5.40  NOW £4 /€4.70 EACH

LIPSTICK
Our best selling lipstick range is available in 12 luscious shades offering intensely pigmented 

colour and a buttery smooth application. The long lasting collection features both gloss and matte 
finishes.  All you need to do is find your perfect colour. 3.7g.

£5/€6 EACH

70074   
SUNSET 
MATTE

70072   
SNOB 

MATTE

70090 
DAREDEVIL 

MATTE

70087   
TEMPTRESS  

MATTE

LUSCIOUS LIPSTICK
available in 12 gorgeous shades

PUCKER UP LIP LINER PENS
with a convenient built-in sharpener in the cap

NOW ONLY

£4/€4.70

SAVE 50P/70¢

EACH

70091
NATURALLY 

NAUGHTY

£5
€6
EACH

70071   
INNOCENT 

GLOSS

70080   
CHELSEA 

GLOSS 

70084   
PINK MY RIDE 

GLOSS

70076   
IN THE BUFF  

GLOSS

70079   
PASSION GLOSS

70077   
NAUGHTY GLOSS

70078   
GOSSIP GIRL GLOSS

70075   
VAMPIRE GLOSS



70112 
ATOMIC PINK

70111 
TICKLE  

ME PINK

70116 
PLUM &  

HAVE A GO

70113 
CANDY  
CORAL

70114 
HEART  

BREAKER

70109  
PEACH FOR  

THE SKY

70108 
COFFEE 

CAKE

70115  
PINK 

TWICE

NOW ONLY

£4/€4.70

SAVE £1/€1.30

EACH

GLACIER GLOSS
The sophisticated Glacier Gloss formula promises 

high impact shine and intense colour that leave lips soft  
& silky. Available in 10 captivating shades. Application is  

made easy with the sleek wand and sponged tip. 6ml.
WAS £5/€6  NOW £4/€4.70 EACH

70262  
CLEAR

70261  
PUCKER 

UP

70098 
CURIOUS 

CORAL70100 
RADICAL 

RED

INTENSE COLOUR 
Luxurious, ultra pigmented,  cream velvet matte lips

70107 
POWDER PINK 

& POUT

LIPS MATTER
An ultra-pigmented and luxuriously cream velvet matte lip collection. Available  
in 9 playful and colour popping shades for that intense colour payoff that  
lasts. The unique creamy, textured formula in delicious blueberry flavour glides  
on with an ultimate matte finish for an enviously flawless pout. Vegan. 8g.
£4.50 /  €5.30 EACH

70106
GET YOUR 
NUDE ON

70102 
WHAM BAM 

THANK YOU JAM

70104 
MAUVE YOUR 

BODY

70099  
BOND, MRS 

BOND

70105
THAT’LL 

PEACH YOU

70103 
NUDGE NUDGE 

PINK PINK

69LIPS

£4.50
€5.30

EACH

GLACIER GLOSS 
High impact shine and intense colour that leave lips soft and silky

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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Electric Blue

A

Clear

MASCARA FOR 
FULL BEAUTIFUL 

LASHES

A. ELECTRIC BLUE MASCARA
Perfect for creating a blue electrifying 

look, highlighting and defining 
your lashes whilst conditioning and 

strengthening. 8ml.
70212  ELECTRIC BLUE  £6/€7.50

B. CLEAR MASCARA
Perfect for creating a natural lash  

look, highlighting and defining  
your lashes whilst conditioning  

and strengthening. 8ml.
70213  CLEAR    £6/€7.50

C. EYELASH CURLER
Create ultra-fluttering lashes with this eyelash curler, an 
easy-to-use tool that provides long-lasting volume. Features 
rounded, non-slip silicone pads that gently grip lashes  
without tugging or pulling. Ergonomic handles for ultimate 
control. Plastic, silicone & stainless steel. L11 x W4.5cm.
12925  £3.50/€4.10

£3.50
€4.10

EYELASH CURLER
Easily create ultra-fluttering lashes

B

C

£6
€7.50

EACH
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Black Black

£6
€7.50

EACH

D. WATERPROOF  
LASH FX MASCARA

Get lush, thick lashes with our full 
volume and strength waterproof 

mascara. Keeping your eye makeup 
fixed and smudge free. 8ml.

70006  BLACK    £6/€7.50

F. DEFINE FX MASCARA
Designed to create individual, 
high profile lashes by adding  
both length and volume with  
precision and control. 9ml.
70214  BLACK    £6/€7.50

E. LASH FX MASCARA
Create extreme volume, 
length and lift with our 

bestselling Lash FX  
Mascara. 8ml.

70007  BLACK    £6/€7.50

Black

D E F

FX MASCARA
For all-day-long outstanding lashes 



Beautiful Lashes 
A blend of black/brown hairs for a softer, natural everyday look.

72

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

EYELASH 
APPLICATOR 
TWEEZER
The perfect tool to apply your 
favourite lashes. This eyelash 
applicator tweezer will help 
position your false lashes 
as close to your lash line 
as possible and apply with 
precision each time. Metal. 
Size: L11 x W1.5cm.
12924  £3.50/€4.10

DUAL MAKEUP SHARPENER
This Dual Makeup Sharpener is the perfect tool for 
sharpening your favourite eyeliner, brow pencil or 
lip liner. Features two different size & a snap-on 
top to hold in the shavings. Plastic & stainless steel. 
Size: L3.5 x W3 x D2.5cm approx.
12926  £3/€3.60

£3.50
€4.10

£3
€3.60

TECHNIC NATURAL LASH
Each pack of lashes is meticulously crafted with a blend of black/brown hairs for a softer, 

natural everyday look. A clear lash band helps these lashes blend seamlessly with your own.  
Available in 2 styles. Vegan friendly. Adhesive included. Boxes are fully recyclable. 

13447  OUT OUT      13448  EVERYDAY   £5.50/€6.50 EACH

£5.50
€6.50

EACH

EVERYDAY
Elevate your everyday look with  

super fine, soft lashes for added volume.

OUT OUT
Turn heads with double-layered lashes 

designed to make a statement and add volume.
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A classic and precise line and define eye pencil. Available in five intense colours giving a soft, 
rich application making these everyday eye liners a true handbag essential. 1.2g.

 70008  BLACK   70012  DARK BROWN 70009  BROWN  
                  70010  DARK GREY          70011  BLUE

£3.50/€4.10 EACH

BrownDark Brown BlueBlack Dark Grey

LINE & DEFINE EYE PENCIL

The Twist Eye Liner Pencils feature an integrated sharpener to keep things perfectly precise at all times,  
these long lasting, intensely pigmented eye liner pencils give full control and ultimate definition that won’t 

fade when you need it most. Designed to be compact, practical but with emphasis on quality, these  
pencils are now amongst the best selling Beauty UK products! Available in 4 shades. 

 70181  BLACK                       70182  NAVY BLUE
 70183  DARK BROWN        70184  GREY

£4.50/€5.30 EACH

Black Navy Blue Grey Dark Brown

TWIST EYELINER

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Create thick feline flicks or fine defined lines to accentuate your eyes with this high 
definition black felt tip eyeliner. The precision felt tip releases highly pigmented colour that 
is easy to apply and fast drying for instant ‘look at me’ results. Water resistant. Vegan. 1ml.

70001  BLACK    £7/€8.50

HD FELT TIP EYELINER 

£7
€8.50

£4.50
€5.30

EACH

£3.50
€4.10

EACH
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EYEBROW PENCIL
Available in four shades, 
these richly pigmented 
pencils, complete with  
a defining brow brush,  
are an ideal tool to keep  
your brows groomed  
on the go. 1.2g.
70003  GREY     
70004  DARK BROWN
70185  ASH BROWN     
70005  AUBURN
£4/€4.70 EACH

Dark BrownGrey AuburnAsh Brown

The pencil cap is  
a handy eyebrow 

brush

ALL-IN-ONE HIGH BROW  
DEFINITION KIT 
A sleek, compact kit containing the essential tools to  
create perfectly defined brows. The pocket-sized palette  
contains three easy to work shades and one prolonged colour  
wax along with a bespoke dual use applicator (hard rubber for defining,  
soft sponge for colour) and mini, ultra-precision tweezers to create on-point,  
hi-definition brows instantly. 5.2g.
70002  £6/€7.50

Marie Dalton
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I was never good at 
brows, but this has 

made it so much easier. 
Different shades to suit 

everyone and the wax to 
set will have your brows 

‘on fleek’ for the day!

INTERNATIONAL  
BEST SELLER

£4
€4.70

EACH

£6
€7.50
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PRIME FX  
EYE SHADOW 
PRIMER
Our Eye Prime FX is a 
unique eye shadow 
PRIMER, an innovative 
and practical solution 
to longer lasting and 
vibrant eye makeup. 
The tinted formula 
glides on easily and 
provides a neutral 
undercoat for your 
favourite eye shadow! 
Prime FX will fix your 
eye shadow on the lid 
and prevent it from 
fading with passage of 
time. Complete with 
easy to use dip wand 
applicator. 9ml.
70069  £6/€7.50

FLORAL  
TWEEZER

A pretty floral design  
tweezer by British  

Artisan Designer 
 Julie Dodsworth.   

Perfect tool for  
removing unwanted  

hair on the face  
or body. Design may vary.  

Metal. Size: H9.5 x W1 x D0.5cm.
12505  £3/€3.60

PACK OF 20 
EYESHADOW 
APPLICATORS
This bumper pack 
will ensure you 
are never short 
on eyeshadow 
applicators. Great 
for easy eyeshadow 
application. Plastic  
& sponge. Pack of 
20. Each: L4.7cm.
12927  £2.50/€3

£2.50
€3

£6
€7.50

DELUXE TWEEZERS IN POUCH
This 3-Piece professional stainless steel tweezers are 
the perfect set for removing unwanted hair, brow 
shaping, removing ingrown hair and splinters. Comes 
in a handy leather effect pouch. Includes: 1 x Flat head 
tweezer, 1 x Angled head tweezer & 1 x Fine point 
tweezer. Size of pouch: L11 x W6 x D1cm.
12923  £6.50/€8

£6.50
€8

DELUXE 
TWEEZERS 
IN POUCH

£3
€3.60

FLORAL 
TWEEZER
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NOW ONLY

£6.50/€8
SAVE £2/€2.50

EACH

MATTE & SHIMMER 
our must have Posh Palette  

eye shadow collection

POSH PALETTE
Available in three must have collections containing ten shades of richly pigmented colour that  

combine matte and shimmer finishes. The strong colour pay-off and wonderfully workable texture  
mean these palettes provide everything needed to create a perfectly sculpted eye. Each palette includes 

an integrated mirror and double ended applicator. 10g. Vegan (excluding Festival).
70022  EDEN       70025  GALAXY      70023  FESTIVAL

WAS £8.50/€10.50  NOW £6.50/€8 EACH

Eden

Emma Mackelden
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

“This palette is amazing, 
so versatile.  The colours 
in the set are gorgeous, 
and so many looks can 
be created just from 

this one single palette. 
Love it”

FestivalGalaxy
VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

10 richly pigmented  
shades
Attractive case with  
integrated mirror
High quality  
double-ended  
applicator

INCLUDES:
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£9
€11

LONG LASTING EYESHADOW
with double ended applicator

Green with Envy

Includes double 
ended applicator

Feverstruck

Black Velvet

After Dark

THE INSPIRATION PRO PALETTE
32 x Eyeshadows  |  4 x Blushers  |  3 x Face Powders

INSPIRATION PRO PALETTE
Looking for inspiration? The D.M.M 
Inspiration Pro Palette includes 32 
x eyeshadows, 4 x blushers and 3 x 
face powders to create a multitude 
of looks..  A combination of both 
matte and shimmer finishes in highly 
pigmented shades; nude, warm to 
bright and smokey darks. Mix and 
blend to create your own unique 
shade. Makes a fabulous gift.  
Size: L29 x W19.5 x D1cm. 
11321  £9/€11

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
£9
€11
EACH

EYESHADOW PALETTE
Our Eyeshadow Collection flaunts four stunning palettes to create a multitude of 

looks. Each palette contains eight delectable shades; from soft, nude and pastel hues, 
smouldering, smokey darks to risky and fearless brights. A combination of matte, 

satin and sparkling metallic finishes in a rich formula ensures a strong colour payoff 
with intense lasting power. Complete with a double ended applicator. Vegan. 5.6g.

AFTER DARK 70031      GREEN WITH ENVY 70029      FEVERSTRUCK 70028       
BLACK VELVET 70259  £9/€11 EACH



VANILLA VELVET
A FULL-BODIED, NATURAL VANILLA 

FLAVOURING. A CLASSIC!

WEIGHTLOSS & WELLBEING78

Our meal replacement shakes are specially formulated by renowned industry professionals,  
exclusively for VivaMK. Our products are packed with added vitamins & minerals, low sugar and 

lactobacillus acidophilus (a probiotic for maintaining intestinal health). They are all made with  
natural flavourings and are vegan friendly. Makes 14 shakes. £1.79 / €2.11 per shake. 700g.

BLUEBERRY BLISS 11481         VANILLA VELVET 11480         CHOCOLATE CREAM 11482 
£25/€29.50 EACH

Makes  
14 Shakes

BLUEBERRY BLISS
PUNCHY NATURAL BLUEBERRY 

FLAVOURING FOR THE FRUIT LOVER.

18G 
PROTEIN 

PER 
SERVING

BLUEBERRY BLISS MEAL 
REPLACEMENT SHAKE

19G 
PROTEIN 

PER 
SERVING

Makes  
14 Shakes

£25 / €29.50
ONLY

/ €2.11£1.79
PER SHAKE

VANILLA VELVET MEAL 
REPLACEMENT SHAKE

27 minerals  
& vitamins

Sugar-free
Gluten-free

Non-GMO
No artificial ingredients

Dairy-free
Soy-free

£25 / €29.50
ONLY

/ €2.11£1.79
PER SHAKE



Ordering Terms & Conditions 
1. Write the code numbers and product description on your order form and place the catalogue and  

order form back in the bag and leave outside for collection
2. Your distributor will deliver your order straight to your door. Payment on delivery (not before).

3. All door to door orders have FREE Delivery 

Love or Return 
We offer a 30-day money back guarantee on all our products. You may return your products in their original condition

and packaging (if you are returning any cosmetic or sanitary items these products must be unopened, unused
and have all cellophane seals intact if applicable) accompanied with your proof of purchase, to your distributor, within 

30 days of receipt of your goods for a full refund. Due to continuous product development, the goods supplied to
you may differ slightly from those illustrated in the catalogue. Measurements, capacities, sizes, shades and

colours quoted are approximate. Personalised items are excluded from our 30-day money back guarantee and from
your right of cancellation. In the unfortunate event that you receive a faulty item, please contact your distributor

immediately and a replacement will be arranged.

Terms and Conditions 
For full ordering terms and conditions please refer to the back of your order form provided in this catalogue pack. 

VivaMK Network Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales under number: 11400025 and whose  
registered office is at: International House, 142 Cromwell Road, London, England, SW7 4EF 79

CHOCOLATE CREAM
NATURAL CHOCOLATE FLAVOURING. 

CREAMY & DELICIOUS!

£25 / €29.50

ONLY

/ €2.11£1.79
PER SHAKE

CHOCOLATE CREAM MEAL 
REPLACEMENT SHAKE

19G 
PROTEIN 

PER 
SERVING

Makes  
14 Shakes

£7
€8.50

VIVAMK 
HEALTH 
SHAKER 
WITH  
MIXING  
BALL 
500ml capacity 
with a shaker  
ball for smooth 
mixing. Spill-
proof lid with 
a flip closure. 
Handwash.  
Plastic. BPA free. 
Size: H18 x  
Diam 7.2cm.
11927 £7/€8.50

500ml  
capacity
Spill  
proof  lid

VIVAMK HEALTH 
SHAKER WITH 
MIXING BALL



For more information, contact your distributor:

MK000079

SAND AWAY
Whether you’re sunning yourself in ‘sunny’  
Blackpool or travelling somewhere much more 
exotic, this product is a MUST HAVE for any  
beachgoer. It’s simple & effective at removing  
sand from legs, feet & in between toes!  
Made from natural plant & mineral powders.  
Talc-free. Vegan. Suitable for 3+ years. 226g.
13449  £3/€3.60

£3
€3.60

SAY GOODBYE 
TO SANDY SKIN

effortlessly remove sand with  
a dusting of sand away!

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Talc-free
Eco-friendly
No rubbing or 
rinsing required

*Find more  
travel essentials 
on P.36-37
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